Resistance. The First
Privacy-Focused
Decentralized Exchange &
Blockchain
Winner of best ICO at the 2019 World Economic Forum in Davos, Resistance is a
decentralized exchange, ResDEX, driven and supported by its privacy-oriented
blockchain, which uses the Resistance privacy coin, RES, as an intermediary to
facilitate private trading.

ResDEX: Easy-to-Use,

Private, & Secure
Users can trade almost any cryptocurrency privately, securely, and directly
through a user-friendly, security-focused dashboard.
Tor Support:

User Control:

Privacy Features:

Users have the option to route

Users always retain control of their

Users may harness the power of RES

transactions and trades through

funds without the intervention of a

as an intermediary to achieve entirely

Tor

middleman

private trades

Limitless Trading:

Instant Swaps:

Exchange Fees:

There is no registration process and

Atomic swaps allow users to trade up

A 0.15% fee is paid by the taker and used

users can trade as much as they want

to 95% of existing cryptocurrencies

to fund the platform, market making,

with no withdrawal limits

directly with one another

and other privacy projects

RESISTANCE BLOCKCHAIN:
SHIELDED TRANSACTIONS MADE SIMPLE
The Resistance blockchain supports

Democratic Mining:

Masternodes:

enhanced privacy, and security on

Our CPU-optimized hashing algorithm

30% of the block reward is given to

ResDEX using zk-SNARKs, a form of

makes it possible to mine with a

masternodes for the role they play in

zero-knowledge proof, to facilitate

regular desktop or laptop computer

facilitating the smooth running of the

private transactions.

network.
Reward Splitting:

Private Transactions:

With Resistance, miners claim a

Proof of Research:

zk-SNARKs allow users to make private

percentage of the block reward. the

30% of the block reward goes to users

transactions if they choose to do so

rest is split over three other areas

who donate computing power to
scientific research projects

Fast and Fluid:

Proof of Work:

Resistance is around four times faster

30% of the block reward is allocated

Project Development:

than Zcash so users wait for shorter

to miners for securing the Resistance

10% of the block reward is funneled back

intervals for transactions to complete

blockchain

into developing the Resistance platform

THE BENEFITS OF
RESDEX

Resistance
Decentralized Exchange

Centralized
Exchange

Proxy Token
DEX

ResDEX

Binance, Bitrex

Bitshares, Waves

Privacy Features

—

—

Cross-blockchain Compatibility

—

—

Tor Support

—

—

Exchange

Easy-to-Use

—

95% of Cryptocurrencies Traded

—

Decentralized

—

Utilizes Atomic Swaps

—

—

Non-custodial

—

—

Initial Exchange Offering

Private

Total

USD Hard Cap

$1.4 Million

$5.4 Million

$6.8 Million

# Tokens in Sale

4.8 Million Tokens

25.2 Million Tokens

30 Million Tokens

Peg Bonus

0%

30%

—

Token Price

$0.30523

$0.30523

—

Token Price After Bonus

—

$0.23479

—

Immediate Release

Delayed Release

Strategic Partnerships

40%

20% every 30 days

IEO

40%

20% every 30 days

Private

40%

20% every 60 days

Advisors

40%

20% every 120 days

Team/Founders

—

Locked in masternodes for 24 months

TOKEN METRICS

TOKEN VESTING TIMES

Maximum Supply: 126 million | Total Tokens Generated: 60 million | Available for IEO/Private Sales: 30 million
Further Information: contact@resistance.io

